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Invited Dignitaries, dear friends, delegates and colleague, on behalf of the Organizing Committee and myself as the Conference Congress Chairman, it gives me great pleasure to welcome you to our beautiful and fast growing city of Dubai in the UAE and for attending the first NEUROLOGY and CARDIOLOGY INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE (Neuro-cardiology meeting), a great event, here in Dubai over the next 3 days.

I am extremely grateful to the members of the Citation International Organization Company, International College of Cardiology, World Hypertension League and the Organizing Committee to hold the conference in Dubai. The conference will cover both basic and clinical sciences in understanding cardiovascular and cerebrovascular functions and dysfunctions covering such areas as molecular and stem cell biology, gene therapy, cerebrovascular and coronary artery disease, neuropathy of the brain and the heart, cardio embolic phenomenon and how to diagnose and manage a trial arrhythmias responsible for embolic stroke. Importantly, the meeting will focus on metabolic syndrome, diabetic autonomic neuropathy, heart failure and hypertension and their links to the brain as well.

We would like to express our thanks to the pharmaceutical and manufacturing industry for their generous support, to Target Conferences for their excellent arrangements in all aspects of the Congress, to our dedicated staff, colleagues, friends and families for their untiring help, support and advice in planning and arranging this meeting. We hope that you will enjoy the Conference and that your interaction with your colleagues from many different countries will stimulate a creative exchange of ideas and will be personally rewarding. We also hope and trust that you will enjoy your visit to the very beautiful and exciting City of Dubai in the UAE in April 9-11, 2018.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Galal Eldin Nagib Elkilany, MD, Ass. Clinical Professor, GMU, Conference Chairman
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About Us:

Citations International is an open access academic Journals publisher and International Conferences organizer. We aim to serve standard researches for their Contribution in Enlightening human souls through their research and making an unparalleled contribution to the society. We exist to provide express turn-around time for reviewing, publishing and dissemination of articles freely for teaching and reference purposes.

Citations International organizes International Management and Scientific Conferences in the field of academics where researchers are provided with a platform to express and explore their ideas and provide them with perfect platform to make new connections and carve a niche for themselves in their respective domain.

Our focus is to make available scientific research articles in all the areas of education easily accessible by the researchers and academicians on the basis of the open access platform. We believe that the open access model is sure to stimulate research all around the world as it readily provides the opportunity of free, unrestricted access to excellent research articles to the academia, researchers and interested individuals who seek knowledge and enlightenment.

Citations International believes that knowledge should be easily accessible without restrictions. It understands the unique challenges faced by researchers in their work towards achieving their personal and professional fulfillment.
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About Conference:

Citations International is organizing an International conference on **Neurology** and **Cardiology** to be held in Dubai, UAE from October 15-17, 2018. The main objective of these conference is to have a great insight and discussion about the topics related to Neurology and Cardiology. Neurologists and cardiologists are every now and again associated with organizing the care of patients with an assortment of conditions, the most widely recognized being stroke administration of conditions that have both heart and brain signs. That incline to neurological confusions and neurological conditions that can include the heart causes and cerebral results, along these lines the nearby participation amongst neurologists and cardiologists is essential for the ideal patient administration.. Interventional cardiology with its across the board constant administrations for intense myocardial dead tissue in the brain can fill the current holes in scope of populace needs with Neuro interventional administrations. At my medical center neurologists work closely with cardiologists, talking about particular pathologies which may affect the brain. We discuss clinical cases and how we manage them. This collaboration should not take place in conferences only, but on a regular basis, to form Neuro cardiology or cardio-neurology teams. Such an alliance would be fruitful for both fields.
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Major Tracks:

✓ Dementia
✓ Central Nervous System (CNS)
✓ Migraine
✓ Neurological Disorders
✓ Neurosurgery
✓ Neuromuscular
✓ Neuropathic Pain
✓ Cerebrovascular Disease
✓ Neurophysiology
✓ Congestive Heart Failure
✓ Molecular Cardiology
✓ Left Ventricular Hypertrophy
✓ Hypertension And Stroke Prevention
✓ Cardio Embolic Phenomenon
✓ Stroke Prevention
✓ Neurocardiology
✓ Risk Of Cardiovascular
✓ Echocardiography
✓ Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy
✓ Neuro-immunology

✓ Atrial Fibrillation
✓ Arrhythmia
✓ Diabetes, Stroke & Obesity
✓ Heart Transplant
✓ Echocardiogram
✓ Electrophysiology
✓ Angiography & Angioplasty
✓ Pediatric Neurology/Neurosurgery
✓ Neurobiology
✓ Cardiologist
✓ Neuroscience
✓ Cerebrospinal Fluid Circulation
✓ Neuro-critical Care
✓ Pediatric Cardiology
✓ Myasthenia Gravis
✓ Nuclear Cardiology
✓ Cardiac Arrest
✓ Aortic Dissection
✓ Cardiovascular
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Why to Attend:

- Selective Sessions and Panel dialogue on most recent developments in Cardiac and neurology Surgeries.
- Publication introduction on all the featured points of the meetings by the youthful specialists.
- Keynote gatherings by Prominent Professors, Doctors
- Open Innovation Challenges
- Worldwide Networking sessions with 50+ Countries
- Discourse on the new methods and drugs in the field of congestive coronary illness and dementia ailment
- Best stage for Global business and Networking openings
- Meeting of the editors of alluded diaries, Society and Association individuals over the Globe
- Phenomenal stage to exhibit and offer the most recent items and plan thoughts in Cardiac field.
- We offer them full access to entire event and other related amenities.
- Distinguished with different coordinators around the world we charge a small sum to be a part of Neurology and Cardiology conference.
- Neurology and Cardiology conference speakers, delegates & participants by accommodating them in finest hotels at the conference venue, with an effortless boarding and lodging experience & optimum Cuisines that adds to the unforgettable flavored memories of the participants.
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Why Dubai:

**Business Growth Opportunities:** Thanks to our ideal location, excellent connectivity and extensive services to help you with all aspects of your business. Dubai has become a centre of trade and commerce for the Middle East. Our government is pro-business with the most transparent business regulations in the region and provides tax-free zones, first-class physical infrastructure and access to an experienced and skilled labor force. With the newly established Dubai Association Centre, the Emirate now has a platform that lets you easily set up an international association here, whether it’s a headquarters or a regional office.

**Knowledge Hub:** Dubai a growing knowledge hub that includes a significant number of universities and research centers committed to paving the way for technological and scientific advancements. Dubai Silicon Oasis offers state-of-the-art research, development and industrial facilities, while Dubai Biotechnology and Research Park is the leading life sciences cluster in the Middle East. In addition, Dubai Healthcare City is home to over 4,000 licensed professionals in two hospitals and over 120 outpatient medical centers and diagnostic laboratories occupying 4.1 million square feet in the heart of Dubai.

**Global Aviation Hub:** Dubai International Airport is ranked second in the world for international passenger traffic with over 7,000 weekly flights. The airport is operated by 125 airlines that connect to over 260 destinations across the globe. Dubai’s new airport, Al Maktoum International Airport in Jebel Ali, will have the capacity to handle 160 million passengers when it’s fully operational. Currently, phase one has been completed. Emirates Airlines is Dubai’s flag carrier with flights to and from over 140 destinations worldwide and fly Dubai has also become the world’s fastest start-up airline since its launch in 2008, flying to more than 65 destinations across the GCC, Asia, Africa, India and parts of Europe.

**World-Class Infrastructure:** Who ever imagined a small Arab village would become the powerhouse it is today? Dubai boasts well-maintained roads and excellent public transport and connectivity, including the state-of-the-art Dubai Metro — just some of the services you can expect here.
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For further information contact us at
Conference Coordinator:
Email: jenniferwilliamson@citationsinternational.com
Ph: +1 646-893-6299
+91 964-006-6299
Website: www.citationsinternational.com
For any sponsorship & advertising query mail us at: sponsors@citationsinternational.com
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Registrations will be confirmed by email with payment receipt. Online registrations will receive confirmation immediately following a successful registration. Your registration is not confirmed.
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